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As the name of the third major life-style of behavior in avian animals, all llamas . Conflict and
reconciliation in a monkey troop: adaptive management of a leaderless society . Meet The Family – a
study of the society of bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) off the Canary Islands . Island nation
when followed for 25 years . How murder scarred a dolphin society (2001) . Affection, Dominance,
and the emergence of a communal leadership role in a dolphin society . Category:Dolphins
Category:Ethology Category:Ethology Category:Individual animals Purism laptops up for sale -
ilamont ====== hackuser What's the value of a hardware company's business model that the
alternative is to spend millions on lawsuits? ~~~ cs702 The current business model for most
hardware companies is to produce a product that meets a market need and make a profit from it,
while pocketing any additional profit _after_ expenses. Such a business model is often explicitly
counter-productive. Why? Because, when successful in an environment of competitive pressure, it
exerts downward pressure on product innovation and, ultimately, results in any profit gained by the
company to be mostly frittered away on legal bills and fines (many of which are paid for by
investors/shareholders). This is a big problem because the longer a company can cling to the very
strange, broken model of "wasting money to stave off competition" \-- of which HN readers, being in
charge of technology and thus having a central role in its competitive pressure, are a _major_
example \-- the more damage it does to our future. In contrast, a business model that, while it may
not be profitable, ultimately exerts upward pressure on innovation and does not waste investors'
money on legal fees and fines is a more desirable one. With respect to Purism, its CEO calls himself
a "scumbag" and the company is backed by wealthy investors, so they're not in any danger of being
driven out of business by legal threats. At the same time, they're a small company
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торри.Q: Best way to teach advanced
Javascript I'm teaching javascript, it's part
of a HTML/CSS/Javascript course. Is there
a good place to start learning advanced
Javascript. Ideally it would be a online
resource. So I wouldn't have to constantly
go to read a book about it. A: I'd suggest
taking a look at the community edition of
Codeacademy (www.codecademy.com).
Codeacademy has a ton of fun Javascript
tutorials, and it's free. If you want
something more specific, I'd suggest
going to the Mozilla Developer Network
and looking at the docs on the JavaScript
language, or the ECMAScript specs. Both
of these are free, and offer a lot of detail.
Q: Unique count from a query using
PostgreSQL I have a table with 11
columns, and I'm trying to use a query to



return an integer representing the
number of unique combinations of the
values of each column. Is this possible,
and if so, how would I go about this? A:
You can use case statement as in the
following. select case when col1
[unreadable] [unreadable] This proposal
is submitted in response to RFA-
HL-06-018: Derivation and Maintenance
of Human Lung Organoids. There is
increasing evidence that pathological
features of lung diseases, such as
emphysema and idiopathic pulmonary
fibrosis, can be recapitulated in culture.
However, these studies suffer from the
highly heterogeneous and unstable nature
of lung tissue. Thus, the limited
information that is currently available on
the organization of lung tissue in culture
represents a critical gap in our
understanding of this complex organ. This



proposal describes the efforts of the
f988f36e3a
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